SPRING 2020 NEW YORK CAMPUS BOOKS

BIB 411 Prophets – Leven

How to Read the Jewish Bible REQ
Brettler, Marc Zvi
Oxford University Press
ISBN 978-0195325225
$18

The Jewish Study Bible REQ
Berlin, Adele; Brettler, Marc Zvi; Fishbane, Michael
Oxford University Press
ISBN 978-0199978465
$35

The Prophets SUGGESTED
Heschel, Abraham Joshua
Harper Perennial Modern Classics
ISBN 978-0060936990
$13

JPS Bible Commentary: Haftarot SUGGESTED
Fishbane, Michael
University of Nebraska Press
ISBN 978-0827606913
$63

BIB 422 Prophets and Megillot – Leven

How to Read the Jewish Bible REQ
Brettler, Marc Zvi
Oxford University Press
ISBN 978-0195325225
$18

The Jewish Study Bible REQ
Berlin, Adele; Brettler, Marc Zvi; Fishbane, Michael
Oxford University Press
ISBN 978-0199978465
$35

BIB 430 Teaching Bible to Adults – Weiss/Grant

From Telling to Teaching: A Dialogue Approach to Adult Learning REQUIRED
Norris, Joye A.
ISBN 978-0972961707
Learning By Dialogue
$12

The Jewish Study Bible REQ
Berlin, Adele; Brettler, Marc Zvi; Fishbane, Michael
Oxford University Press
ISBN 978-0199978465
$35

To Study and to Teach: The Methodology of Nechama Leibowitz REQUIRED
Peerless, Shmuel
ISBN 978-9657108550
Urim Publications
$35

*Textual Knowledge: Teaching the Bible in Theory and in Practice SUGGESTED*

Holtz, Barry
ISBN 978-0873340915
JTS Press
$15

DMI 707 Practicum IV – Bernstein


JLL 401 Dikduk & Sifrut – multiple sections/instructors

- *Hebrew From Scratch, Part 1* (עברית מן ההתחלה)
  Chayat, Shlomit; Israeli, Sara; Kobliner, Hilla
  Magnes Press/Akademon
  ASIN B00BUFLY1S
  $55

- *Hebrew From Scratch, Part 2* (עברית מן ההתחלה)
  Chayat, Shlomit; Israeli, Sara; Kobliner, Hilla
  Akademon
  ISBN 978-0840008497
  $70

- *Hapoal LeLomdey Ivrit* (הפועל לומדים עברית – נטיות ותרגילים)
  Veil, Tamar; Perstey, Chava
  Akademon/Magnes Press
  DANACODE 45-812915
  $30

- *Ivrit Bishnaim* (עברית בשנים)
  Spektor, Dana; Roth, Dalia
  Akademon
  ISBN 978-9653501706
  $30

- *Ivrit Be’He Ha’Yediah* (עברית בה אתה ידיעו)
  Bilboim, Rivka
  Akademon/Magnes Press
  DANACODE 45-820672
  $25

- *HaChaverim shel Elohim* (החברים של אלוהים)
  Shoham, Liad
  Kinneret
  $18

- *Shelosha Sipurim* (שלושה סיפורים)
MUS 577 High Holy Day Modes & Liturgy – Wenig/Rosenblum

Machzorim

- High Holiday Prayer Book, Machzor Hashalem L'Rosh Hashanah V'Yom Kippur, translated and annotated by Philip Birnbaum, J Levine/Millenium, 2005
- Selihoth, translated and annotated by Philip Birnbaum, Hebrew Publishing Company, 1952
- Mishkan Hanekehesh, Machzor L’yamim Noraim, (volumes for Rosh Hashanah and for Yom Kippur), CCAR Press, 2015
- Mishkan HaLev: Prayers for S’lichot and the Month of Elul, edited by Rabbi Janet Marder and Rabbi Sheldon Marder, CCAR Press, 2017

Hazzanut/Modal Analysis

- Adolph Katchko, A Thesaurus of Cantorial Liturgy, Vol. 3: For the Days of Awe (RED), Sacred Music Press, 1952
- The Sound of Sacred Time: A Basic Music Theory Textbook to Teach the Jewish Prayer Modes, by Cantor Andrew Bernard, 2006
- Immunim Be-Nusah Ha-Tefillah: A Study Text and Workbook for the Jewish Prayer Modes by Charles Davidson, Ashbourne Music Publisher, Inc. Elkins Park, PA, 1996

Secondary Sources

- Cohen, Rabbi Miles B. and Leslie Rubin, Luah Hashanah 5779: A guide to prayers, readings, laws, and customs for the synagogue and for the home, United Synagogue of Conservative Judaism in partnership with the Rabbinical Assembly, The Cantors Assembly, New York, 2018
- Lawrence Hoffman, Chaim Stern, A. Stanley Dreyfus, Gates of Understanding 2 (Sha’are Binah), Appreciating the Days of Awe, CCAR Press, 1990
- Lawrence A. Hoffman, Editor, All the World: Universalism and Particularism and the High Holidays, Jewish Lights, Woodstock, VT, 2014
- Lawrence A. Hoffman, Editor, We Have Sinned: Sin and Confession in Judaism, Ashamnu and Al Chet, Jewish Lights, Woodstock, VT, 2012
- Lawrence A. Hoffman, Editor, All These Vows, Kol Nidrei, Jewish Lights, Woodstock, VT, 2011

Hebrew Language Resources
• Hebrew and English Lexicon of the Old Testament by Brown, Driver and Briggs or another dictionary used by scholars and students of the Hebrew Bible
• Sefer Milim: Dictionary by Marcus Jastrow, or another dictionary used by scholars and students of Rabbinic literature
• (This dictionary is now available on Sefaria.)
• 201 Hebrew Verbs Fully Conjugated in All the Tenses, Alphabetically Arranged, 1970, by Abraham S. Halkin (This book is out of print but you can find used copies on-line. Do not purchase the newer 501 Hebrew Verbs which is much more difficult to use.)

PDE 401N Self and System

*Man’s Search for Meaning*
Frankl, Viktor
Beacon Press
ISBN 978-0807014271
$9

PDE 402N Self in Covenant + PDE 441 Maagal Hachayim

*Being Mortal*
Gawande, Atul
Picador
ISBN 978-1250076229
$11

PDE 442 A Speech – Kazan

*Voice and the Actor* SUGGESTED
Berry, Cicely and Brook, Peter
Wiley
ISBN 978-0020415558
$12

PDE 592 Interreligious Activism – Davidson

*The Jewish Annotated New Testament*
Levine, Amy-Jill; Brettler, Marc Zvi
ISBN 978-0195297706
Oxford University Press
$11

*An Introduction to Islam for Jews*
Firestone, Reuven
ISBN 978-0827608641
University of Nebraska Press
$17

A copy of TaNaKh

*The Qu’ran – A New Annotated Translation* SUGGESTED
Droge, AJ
ISBN 978-1845539450
Equinox Publishing Ltd
$50

*American Values, Religious Voices* MAY BE AVAILABLE VIA RABBI DAVIDSON
Weiss, Rabbi Andrea; Weinberger, Lisa
University of Cincinnati Press
ISBN 978-1947602403
$30
**SOE 462 Teaching Tefilah – Dreskin**

*Entering Jewish Prayer: A Guide to Personal Devotion and the Worship Service* REQUIRED
Hammer, Reuven
ASIN B004DEPH8E
Schoken
$8

*Teaching Tefilah: Insights and Activities on Prayer* SUGGESTED
Kadden, Bruce; Binder Kadden, Barbara
ISBN 978-0867050868
Behrman House
$40

*Teaching about God and Spirituality: A Resource for Jewish Settings* SUGGESTED
Levy, Richard; Goodman, Roberta Louis; Blumberg, Sheryl
ISBN 978-0867050530
Behrman House
$40

*The Way Into Jewish Prayer* SUGGESTED
Hoffman, Rabbi Lawrence A.
ISBN 978-1580232012
Jewish Lights
$14

*Making Prayer Real: Leading Jewish Spiritual Voices on Why Prayer Is Difficult and What to Do about It* SUGGESTED
Comins, Rabbi Mike
ISBN 978-1580234177
Jewish Lights
$16

*The Art of Public Prayer: Not for Clergy Only* SUGGESTED
Hoffman, Rabbi Lawrence A.
ASIN B01HT6DGE4
SkyLight Paths
$30

*The Journey Home: Discovering the Deep Spiritual Wisdom of the Jewish Tradition* SUGGESTED
Hoffman, Rabbi Lawrence A.
ISBN 978-0807036204
Beacon
$31

*Higher and Higher: Making Jewish Prayer Part of Us* SUGGESTED
Brown, Steven
ISBN 978-0838100127
USCJ
$15

*The Torah of Music* SUGGESTED
Weisenberg, Joey
ISBN 978-1946611024
Hadar Press
$25